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333 S. Meridian, Puyallup, WA 98371

(253) 864-4165

www.cityofpuyallup.org

INSPECTION REPORT

Date of Inspection: Apr 20, 2023 Inspection Result: FAILED

Permit Number: E-21-0313

Property Address: 1015 39TH AVE SE, PUYALLUP, WA 98374; 

Contractor: DP EXCAVATION 11410 316th st e    GRAHAM, WA  98338 (253) 720-

7790DP EXCAVATION 11410 316th st e    GRAHAM, WA  98338 (253) 

720-7790

To construct: PARKING LOT EXPANSION  W. 675 STALLS,CFG~SHB-TC PARKING 

EXPANSION/BENAROYA

On this day we have inspected your construction for Engineering Daily Inspection and we find the 

following result of the inspection.  If there are any questions, please contact the inspector below.

Comments: Track out is bad today!

I have asked the contractor several times "not to push the issue". 

They are sweeping the on site truck route, however the track out has made its way on to 39th. I have 

asked, again, to schedule a street sweeper sooner than 11, 12, or 1. 

Note: If this continues, the failed inspection report will be sent to "ALL" parties instead of just the 

contractor.

The Benaroya maintenance worker has cycled the fire valves in the building with very little pressure 

drop. Once the valve was closed the PSI rose back to 75+ and held. I have asked the contractor to RFI 

the engineer to see if they can eliminate the water line cutting through the parking lot that interferes 

with the storm system.

No street sweeper today!!!

I Have asked dP to maintain (clean up) and install more BMP's at the low point of the haul road.

Upon inspection of the ENTIRE sites stormwater pond, there is silt laden discharge entering the pond. 

This means that the silty water has made its way through the sites filter system as well.

Note: Nothing is leaving the pond as of now.

Please comply with more than minimal efforts to aid with the street cleaning and run off.

Failure to comply will result in a "STOP WORK" order and added inspection fees. The stop work will 

only be lifted after multiple attempts have been made to comply.

Thank you 

Corrections:
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Sincerely,

Jason Little

Engineering Tech IV

JLittle@PuyallupWA.gov

(253) 435-3636




